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The conference composed portraits of person-centered work. Everyone who attended had the chance to expand their understanding by
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Conference Outline
We listened together to a series of short talks organized around four questions. Talks provided starting places for a sequence
of small group conversations and person-to-person story telling. Conversation continued over meals and was
participants wove her or his own conference.
What was the original vision and intent behind each person-centered approach and how did each approach evolve?
Individual Design Sessions –Jack Pealer
Personal Futures Planning –John O’Brien
24-Hour Planning –Mary Kovacs
MAPS –Jack Pearpoint
Essential Lifestyle Planning –Michael Smull
Planning Together –Susannah Joyce
Keeping Your Dreams Alive –Richard Ruston
PATH –Jack Pearpoint & Lynda Kahn
LifePath Planning –Judith McGill

Dreaming and Relationships –Judith Snow
Planning as a transformative process
Visioning and making meaning: Finding highest purpose –
Jack Pearpoint
Centering ourselves in the heart and soul of facilitation and
planning – Susannah Joyce
Standing alongside people as they take on change – Judith
McGill
Cautionary Tales: What takes us away from the heart and soul
of planning/facilitation?

–Julie Malette
–Connie Lyle O’Brien
How do we help people discover and share the common threads
woven into the stories of their lives?
Discovering my gifts by telling my story among others –Richard
Ruston
What it means to have Facilitation and Planning Support: People
Listen to Me –Julia Niimi
The power of witnessing another’s story –Connie Lyle O’Brien
Collective meaning making: Having others join me in telling and
making sense of my story –Judith McGill
Listening for gifts and noticing messages from story –Lynda Kahn

How we get trapped by our assumptions –Michael Smull
Creating plans as bureaucratic necessity –Julie Malette
How planning gets taken over by others –Richard Ruston
Not broken: Seeing people as fully whole –Mary Kovacs
What do we need to move forward powerfully?
Widening and deepening our circle of relationships –Connie
Lyle O’Brien
Setting the stage so that there is energy and enthusiasm for
moving into action –Michael Smull
and foremost to the person –Susannah Joyce
What would help families move forward? –Michelle Friesen

Using graphic imagery in capturing story –Jack Pearpoint
Poetry Slam

Marlyn Shervill & John O’Brien

Person-centered planning in its many and
varied forms, if approached in a thoughtful,
sincere, and indeed, a moral manner, can help
us. It can help us to listen, to understand, and
most importantly, to act.
While person-centered planning is regarded
as a new idea, it springs from our basic
humanity, our eternal capacity for love, and
our common desire to create a world that is
safe and welcoming for everyone of us.
–Nancy Thayler (1992)

As she welcomed conference participants on behalf of the Ontario Infor the conference. In 1992 the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare gathered people who practiced a variety of approaches to explore
the contribution that person-centered planning could make to the DeEveryday Lives.* For many of

Direct funding has become more widely available. Independent facilitation has emerged as a resource to support people and families to

ments of their work and the thinking that informs it.
Ontario’s system of services to people with developmental disabilities
has marked the most recent chapter in its multi-year transformation
process by publishing the Person-Directed Planning and Facilitation
Guide** and announcing the Government’s intention to invest an additional $810 million over the next three years to increase funds available
to people waiting for residential services and direct funding.
Pearpoint’s exposition of contemporary threats to equal justice and

planned this conference decided that it is time to gather and consider

page 20 ]

develop supports tailored to their own circumstances while they work
page 18]

John O’Brien & Herbert Lovett (1992). Finding a Way Toward Everyday Lives: The Contribution of Person-Centered Planning
can be downloaded free from www.inclusion.com /everyday_lives.pdf

foundation on which to plan for parental incapacity and death; people and families wait a long time for even relatively small amounts of
or desired services. There is a fear among families that some people
may have to become homeless before the system responds and that
** Ministry of Community and Social Services (November 2013). mcss.gov.on.ca/documents/en/mcss/publications/developmental/Person_DirectedPlanning.pdf
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emergency responses are unlikely to result in supports that match
individual circumstances.

Assessing the situation from the point of view of Michael Smull’s advice [
] on what to do to make real system change shows

Despite the Government’s apology for the abuse endemic to now
closed provincial institutions and agreement to compensate instituSystem change has not yet assured access to individualized supports. Group living and congregate day services are still widely seen
because of additional impairments.

resources.

dents with developmental disabilities and their families and transition
cult.

Funding arrangements and associated Ministry requirements for

some deeply-rooted ways that families and people with develop-

with developmental disabilities and their families to organize circles

equally important that the nearly $2 billion of public investment in Ontario’s developmental services delivers supports that are responsive to
-
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The Evolution of Person-Centered Practices
Ontario provides a fertile environment for the evolution of person-centered practices. Direct funding has been available in some form for
many years and this has encouraged families and people with disabiltimes with assistance from new forms of service organization. Families
have had good assistance to develop circles of support and organize
family groups. A number of service providers have invested in quality

munity roles and relationships.**
‘When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty
said, in rather a scornful tone, ‘it means
just what I choose it to mean –neither
more nor less.’
‘The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you

with an investment from the Trillium Foundation. There are strong links
to international sources of knowledge and deeper understanding of
the moral dimensions of the work: particularly the SRV (Social Role
-

Alice was too much puzzled to say anything; so after a minute Humpty Dumpty began again. ‘They’ve a temper, some
of them –particularly verbs: they’re the proudest– adjectives
you can do anything with, but not verbs…
–Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass

Person Centered Practices and networks linking people committed to
-

province have co-created distinctive approaches to bringing people
and families together to create pathways to an enviable community life.* A group of practitioners committed to realizing a New Story
about the relationship between people with disabilities and our communities through the practice of Independent Facilitation have re-set

things.’
‘The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty,
‘which is to be master -that’s all.’

Maintaining authenticity
vice anywhere in the English speaking world that does not claim to

in co-creating their life and their potential for contributing citizenship.
web page by a passing marketing intern.
We may feel a bit like Alice and wonder how these words can modify

* See Judith McGill’s story how LifePath Planning developed
and Susannah Joyce’s account of Planning Together page 34. Also learn about the Deohaeko
www.deohaeko.com
and the accomplishments of families supported by the Windsor Essex Brokerage for
My Life, My Choice: Personal Stories, Struggles and Successes
with Person Directed Living
www.inclusion.com/dvdmylife.html

also possible to sympathize with Humpty Dumpty and demand the
Facilitating an Everyday Life:
Independent Facilitation and What Really Matters in a New Story. Toronto: Inclusion
Press. www.inclusion.com/bkfacilitating.html
Friends & Inclusion: Five Approaches to Building Relationships. Toronto:
Inclusion Press. www.inclusion.com/bkfriendsandinclusion.html
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Gather

Listen

Act

Plan

we need other ways to avoid confusion that allows escape from the
struggles that accompany genuine person-centered work.

Gather. No one makes her life alone. A reasonable balance between
-

Humpty Dumpty provides two clues to help us keep our bearings.

are the fruit of relationships with trusted people. When people occupy a

Calling a service structure person-centered or person-directed when a
tering system regulates funds and the supply of assistance in ways that
determine most of a person’s options seems less than accurate.
-

most every week to Choir! Choir! Choir!

and hardened story about who they are and who they might become.
[Read Judith McGill’s notes on standing with people in ways that allow
change to emerge on page 28]
Sometimes it’s hard to face how few people there are to gather with
a person or how sure a person or family has become that no one else
could have a genuine interest in their future. It’s tempting to dodge this
by just having a meeting and calling it person-centered. It’s better to
face the issue in a creative way. Richard Ruston inspired the conference by describing his response to people who had no one to gather

-

that have meaning for a person.
Another set of verbs express the co-creative heart of person-centered
-

of the change desired. Changes that make life better without stretchnew resources will usually demand less than changes that develop new

in which people with developmental disabilities became one another’s support
group. The groups considered video of Wayne Gretzas models for goal setting
the ways they had exercised
ticed picturing and sharing
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their dreams and coached one another to take agreed next steps in a
positive direction.

can look like a blueprint. When the way is less familiar and capacities

Listen. Many practitioners use the metaphor of depth to distinguish
the forms that listening can take. Listening can be a matter of getting

new territory. When people have good individualized support there will
be very frequent back-of-a-napkin plans that guide a week’s explorations or make adjustments that increase the chances of a good day.

in a rush to get to the familiar ground of an action plan or in a hurry
to beat the clock running on the annually required person-centered
planning meeting. Deeper listening supports a person to draw more of
the threads of her story together and feel a greater clarity about what

Act

closer and align their energies. Deeper listening creates a space in
which more authentic dreams can emerge and be shared. More than a
[Read Judith McGill’s notes on creating a space for people’s stories on
page 30]

and revised.
Authentic person-centered practices will invest time and creative enciation of an important part of a person’s story and emergence of ideas

Plan. Planning is the form of conversation that gathers up what a
group has discovered about a person’s purpose and the capacities
valued members of their community.
-

Another use of the term person-centered has grown common. It might

have implemented a variety of forms of case management and individ-

no one owns the right to dictate how others use the words.
The system’s use of person centered practices happens in a more
constrained environment than the approaches represented in the
nation includes responsibility for determining eligibility and gathering
information that informs rationing decisions (priority for scarce services
and allocations of funds) as well as preparing required individual plans
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on a schedule set by regulation. Frequently service coordinators have

has resulted in the rich variety of authentic person-centered practices
shared at the conference.

with those for whom they are assigned to plan and coordinate assis-

cumstances.

what a person or family needs in a timely way. When this message of
sionment with person-centered planning is likely.
This poses at least two challenges to the practitioners of person-cen-

Assuring that helpers and professionals appreciate the person’s
value and know what accommodations and assistance the person
needs in order to have a productive interaction or a good day
Going to school in an inclusive way
Making a transition from school into young adulthood
Finding and succeeding in a job or civic role
Supporting families to develop their particular answer to the ques-

plans and facilitating processes that grow from people coming together
on their own initiative to generate solutions that suit them.

Moving from the family home into a home of one’s own

Members of The Ontario Independent Facilitation Network and The
Individualized Funding Coalition for Ontario have an important role in
maintaining the legitimacy of the diversity of authentic forms of person-centered practices available to people and families in the province.
tion as if it were a competition and seek to promote the one true form
of person-centered practice. This is a temptation worth resisting. What
is alive and authentic in the work of encouraging positive change has

something better

is to be prized and safeguarded.

Moving from an institution
Being served by an organization or system engaged in a change that
involves the adoption of person-centered practices
Experiencing breakdowns in assistance that lead family or service
there is great risk without substantial change
zations; others emerge from the self-organization of families and people with developmental disabilities. Some gatherings are ad-hoc and
others have lasted for years.
assistance by providing tools and practices to guide team performance
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Gathering around a person who challenges his support system beyond its current limits
Coming together as self-advocates to support one another in reaching for new goals and opportunities

and liability and busy assuring compliance with the demands of bureaucracies that presume to know best what is good for people.

Meeting as a planning circle with a person who is on an important
threshold in her life
Gathering to guide a continuing circle of support for a person (some
prefer to call this a personal network or support network)
-

shaped by the kinds of action their designers particularly want to invite.
For example…
…to give people and families a tool that will personalize their interac-

port and organize collective responses to members’ concerns
others should know about what works best to assure the person’s
success

People who belong to a Family Group of strong and diverse circles
have more capacity for action than people whose future is primarily

…to make sure that professional interventions and technology have

sources. When people and families depend primarily on developmental

a person to do in valued roles in community settings
…

heed their voices. Practitioners of person-centered approaches have
found ways to do good work in any distribution of power.
velopmental disabilities should enjoy the rights and responsibilities
of citizenship and exercise choice; services should honor people’s
preferences about how they want to be assisted and support them
to accomplish goals that have meaning for them; people should be
accorded the dignity of risk; a variety of friendships and relationships
are important to well being and engagement in activities that encourage relationships deserve active support; people should be included in
community life in ways that matter to them; people should have the assistance necessary to develop to the full extent of their potential. These
values shape action that resists the pressure to impoverish the lives
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age careful consideration of a person’s human needs and how they
are optimally met or train the whole organization in the use of person
centered thinking tools as part of an organization or system development initiative

…to assist people’s active participation in valued social roles and act
from a rich and coherent story of oneself as resourceful; inventory
through which they can develop; make a space for people to tell and
re-tell their story and listen for cracks in stories that have become
hardened around diminished expectations; encourage expression of
son to clarify a sense of highest purpose
titioners are deeply committed to people who have no one to count on
but service workers; others want to organize families or self-advocates.
Some frame person-centered practices as a form of community orga-

Self-Advocacy
group
Staff team
+ person
(& family)

(Continuing)
Circle of
family & allies

Gather

Family Group
(Circle of Circles)

Positive markers
of identity

Personalized interaction with
service providers

Preferred forms
of assistance
Human needs & how
they are optimally met
Gifts & capacities &
how they might grow
through connection

More individually tailored &
developmentally powerful supports

Listen

Act

Change in service culture
& practices
More resourceful, focused
& diverse network

Dreams (& nightmares)

Contributing & valued social role

Cracks in a hardened
life-story

A rich & coherent story of self
that generates positive action

Highest purpose

Plan
Appreciation
of the person

Agreements
on specific actions
Shared intention
for change

nizing; others set them in the context of service system reform. Some
are interested in systematically improving the broad mainstream of
service provision; others want to work at the very edge of innovation;
still others want to support people to thrive with only the necessary
minimum of service involvement. Some want to create tools that are
that demand that facilitators commit to substantial personal developare attracted to non-linear ways of hosting emergent development.
Some inquire and record in straightforward ways; others work in nardraw on well elaborated theories of disability to measure progress;
others look to straightforward expressions of participant satisfaction to

Person-direction
Ontario’s public commitment to Person-Directed
-

person. Their experience of too many meetings called person-centered

the process Person-Directed emphasizes the power shift necessary if
people with developmental disabilities are to experience the respect
and support for their own agency that is due them. Their call is for
purposes. Good measures of person-direction include how easily a
person can make a change in the services they rely on and how big a
change they can make on their own initiative.
The power shift necessary to achieve person-direction challenges
settled ways of working and making decisions that keep the current
portant to safeguard the spirit of this reform by calling-out and resisting
Lack of investment in multiple ways to strengthen people’s capacity to imagine better: connection to people who model possibilities;
learning events that assist people to clarify what matters to them and
encourage them to reach for it; opportunities to choose a prelude
to negotiating a support plan by engaging in forms of planning that
to reconciliation and positive support when a person has become
estranged from or locked in too narrow a family story of disability.
Failure to develop and fund the capacity to assist people and families to form relationships with independent representatives and organize circles of support or personal networks and family groups that
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ment and back a person’s claims on proper assistance.

an important opportunity to support self-direction and an obligation to
safeguard the integrity of the work.

and some families may struggle to respect people’s autonomy. But
people are almost always stronger with good support from their fam-

Founded by Outsiders
*

when it becomes an excuse for leaving family members out.
Confusing person-direction with where a person sits at a table when
plans are made. The purpose of person-directed planning is to
terests and preferences. Controlling the planning process –deciding

could disadvantage the person. Usually it makes more sense for the

engagements in work for social justice outside disability services:

and strongly felt the connection between just responses to the situation
of people with developmental disabilities and their other engagements.

important decisions the meeting needs to make and be an active
voice in the process than it does for her to run the meeting.

but no one came up from within the professions or sub-professions

Mystifying the decision making process. The more people rely on esgotiation with a constrained partner. Group living arrangements or day

This has two implications worth thinking about. Person-centered
practices are most closely aligned with their foundations when their
view that makes what is familiar to insiders strange and questionable.

ports and imposes limits on person-direction. They may have reasons
but people and their allies need to be skilled and tenacious negotia-

work is nourished when its practitioners recognize that it is not only
civic project of building more just and inclusive communities.

co-created many person-centered practices with people and families

to person-centered planning collected in John O’Brien & Carol Blessing (2011). Conversations on Citizenship and Person-Centered Work. Toronto: Inclusion Press. inclusion.
com/bkcitizenship.html
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The Thread
There’s a thread you follow. It goes among
things that change. But it doesn’t change.
People wonder about what you are pursuing.
You have to explain about the thread.
But it is hard for others to see.
While you hold it you can’t get lost.
Tragedies happen; people get hurt
Nothing you can do can stop time’s unfolding.
You don’t ever let go of the thread.

to weave their experiences into a meaningful story –a story with an acrecognizes the dignity of vulnerable humanity.
possibilities for meaningful contribution to family and community life.
We encourage forms of listening that make sense of what is happening
in a person’s life and allow moments that break open new possibilities.
action that generates new ways to a good life and a better community.

tion and assistance are liable to relegation to a devalued status. Deval-

Gifts and capacities are obscured and go unseen. When practitioners
-

Like anyone else who sticks with the intention to build more just
practices need to discover and hold onto the thread that gives coherdisappointments accumulate alongside some progress. Each of us will
have our own felt sense of the thread and our own terms for explaining
about it from our own history and gifts. Other’s expressions may resonate or they may sound weird. This section expresses my sense of the

not deny the person’s need for assistance or diminish the accumulated
scars of occupying a devalued social status. It simply grounds recog-

The second strand has been named ubuntu by Peter Dill and his
-

Archbishop Tutu knows as well as many people with developmental
disabilities that the possibility for creative interdependence exists along
ubuntu
I am because you are.” It expresses the interdependency that is fundamental to humanity.
Ubuntu is the essence of being a person. It means that we are
people through other people. We can’t be fully human alone. We
are made for interdependence, we are made for family. Indeed, my
humanity is caught up in your humanity, and when your humanity is
enhanced mine is enhanced as well. Likewise, when you are dehumanized, inexorably, I am dehumanized as well. As an individual,
when you have Ubuntu, you embrace others. You are generous,
compassionate. If the world had more Ubuntu, we would not have
war. We would not have this huge gap between the rich and the
poor. You are rich so that you can make up what is lacking for others. You are powerful so that you can help the weak. This is God’s
dream.
–Desmond Tutu*

Because their survival so obviously depends on ubuntu
with developmental disabilities have the gift of recruiting others into
relationship. This runs against the grain of a dominant North American
own. The lives of most people with developmental disabilities set these
values in a frame that is uncomfortable because they bring interdependence to the foreground. People with developmental disabilities

thoughtful interdependent support. This necessary support arises only
It cannot be a business transaction or a matter of correct procedure.
This makes person-centered work a search for more resourceful relationships among an increasingly diverse network. In this search people
forgiveness.

The third strand recognizes hunger for justice. Establishing rights in
legislation and enforcing them in court does not fully satisfy this hunger. Legal rights and the apparatus of rules and regulations that serve
them in the bureaucracies that people with developmental disabilities
rely on help most when they avoid choking the intentional relationships
essential to ubuntu and create structures designed to give people and
associated with life with disability. Person-centered practices are small
ways to build a society that makes inclusive friendships and contributple to exercise their freedom to be in friendship and act in community
associations that need their gifts.
Cultural pressures to devalue people who obviously need extra as-

community into individualistic consumerism make intentional resistance necessary. This means approaching person-centered practice
as one means of gathering people who will support one another to see
whole situations clearly and act with courage. This means escaping the
administrative illusion that a good life could result from compliance with
externally imposed and inspected rules and systems. It means facing
the real and deep vulnerability that can blight and even destroy the
lives of people with developmental disabilities and acting to support
development of their freedom and their gifts with full awareness of that
reality. It means creating mutually supportive networks that confer the
many citizens from acting adaptively in a complex and rapidly changing
world.

* www.drfranklipman.com/archbishop-desmond-tutu/
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Julia Niimi
Seven years ago my parents and I joined an organization called Families for a Secure Future. My mother began going to monthly meetings
to talk about the ups and downs of trying to get the support I need to
get me out into the community. She met other families that were going
through the same process for their sons and daughters. She wanted to
She wanted me to have choices that I could make on my own.
ture might look dull and that I wouldn’t get a choice to be heard. I was
relieved that my mother joined the group because I didn’t want to leave
school and have to experience the pain of being left out and not included. I found high school and elementary school not a nice educational
experience for me. I felt targeted a lot by bullies and people that would
gang up on me.

saying positive things about me. Some things were not easy to accept
me came out that day. People were there because they wanted to hear
what I see in my future. I realized that no one is perfect and that we all
have our strengths and weaknesses. That day helped me get used to
being in the spotlight. Everyone seemed to get what I visualized myself.
I can’t believe that everyone was listening because sometimes they
were too busy to hear before. It was surprising how open they were to
accept me.
After the planning day I kept meeting with my Facilitator and getting
the notes into a report for PASSPORT funding. I was put on a waiting

about at the planning day and talk to my parents. It was about the fear
of being alone when they are no longer around. I needed to talk about it

my house. I ended up being shy and did other things to keep my mind

local Facilitator and got to know her.
what I see in my future. Joanna helped me decide who to invite. I
wanted to have people that were young to come and see me blossom.
Joanna and Judith came and explained to me what the plans were for
ning with 12 people. My mother cooked a fancy meal.
It felt like I spoke my mind and gave my heart into it that day. I wanted to show those people who wanted to help me what I see myself
doing. I wanted to give them what I see as my own interesting dream.
We made a visual picture on the wall. It took 9 hours. People were
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die and how I will remember them. I did not want to have to go through
all the decisions right when they die and you don’t know what is expected. I wanted to know how I will remember them and where they
want their ashes. After the conversation I didn’t have to worry about
I wanted to get a support circle going so that I would be able to get
support on decisions that weren’t easy. I wanted to share with people
the good and bad news that happened to me between circle meetings.
Joanna helped me to invite people who I wanted to be a part of it. I
picked people that would be wanting to hear about me and how I am
who I am. I needed help to ask them to come to the circle meeting in
a positive way. I also wanted to get the support of the people that are

would hang out with me outside of the circle. When people agreed to
come it felt that they heard my story and they wanted to be a part of it.
It felt like they wanted to see the way I communicate and have conversations at meal times. They wanted to give me feedback about what I
could see about my future.

My Facilitator helped me deal with my feelings of not having any
friends my own age. We began talking about it and telling the circle
members how I feel and getting ideas. I am learning how to invite
others for parties and gatherings. I have started making dinner for the
circle.

My support circle has been together now for almost seven years. I
appreciate their feedback and their comments about the topics I have
chosen for discussion. When we get together we always have an agenda to follow. Judith or Joanna meet with me to decide what we should
talk about at the circle. I write ideas down for the agenda before they
get to my house and then we talk about them. Sometimes the topics
are harder than I think because you don’t know if anyone will agree
or disagree with them. At the end of the meeting I know the topic is
already out and it has been heard and others have time to process the
topic.

I have now got PASSPORT funding and so I have a Support Worker
who helps me in the community. My mother and I had help hiring the
Support Worker. Judith and Joanna mentor her on a regular basis and
help her to focus on the proper goals for me.

pop up and it can be a handful to process. When people disagree I tell
them why I need it talked about in a positive way so they understand

Families for a Secure Future helps me to become more of an advocate speaking out for people with disabilities who do not have a voice.
It helps me to become more aware about people who cannot have the
strength to communicate to people outside of their comfort zone.

throughs in a way I can understand it. I can see the decision and I can
they help me to think about getting a permanent job that pays me. I
was afraid that it could be the wrong choice and that the adjustments
in my schedule would not work. The circle helped me to weigh it out.
They helped me to decide what activities I want to say I am committed
to and what activities to put aside.
My support circle members help me to communicate through the hard
times. They get me to talk when I am down or not myself. Sometimes I
lean on some members of my support circle. Sometimes I need to shed
tears on someone’s shoulder. My Circle believes in me and makes it
easier for me to work towards my goals.

I am grateful to have a Facilitator that could be a lifelong friend. The

At times it felt like I was in a nightmare because I couldn’t talk about
things outside my comfort zone. Now it is a complete change. Now I
know that it is ok to trust people. I know that the circle is there to listen
and that it is safe to talk.

Getting Facilitation and Planning support changed me because it
made me more aware of what is around me. It helped me to advocate
for myself to make the changes I can make. It helped me to see that
I could help out and make changes for the world and my community.
Guelph for overcoming challenges in my life. I am proud of how far I
have come and am thankful for the support I have received.
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Person-Centered Planning & Systems Change
Permutations and Opportunities
Jack Pearpoint
It is very simple.*
of Person-Centered Planning approaches can and do assist to create

is at risk. Several almost invisible dangers lurk in the background and
must be publicly challenged so they can be reversed.

element in a systems change strategy. So the possibilities and power

“Political language is
designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable, and to
give the appearance of solidarity to pure wind.”

are brimming with enormous promise.
as large system accountability requirements thin the soup of possibility
into a gruel that can barely sustain life. The pressure to deliver more
with less and do it faster means that the very core of Person-Centered
Planning is often gutted because there is no time to be person cenfrightening recovery and reinvestment in larger-group mini-institutions
budgets are gradually shifting to large group service systems – often
privatized and more committed to the budget bottom line than to supporting people to have full and contributing lives.
edge the landscape for this work. In North America and around the
with innumerable and remarkable examples of individuals being acknowledged as full and contributing citizens in communities. All this

* Jack wrote this paper two weeks before the conference as a contribution to a book
on person-centered practices being edited by German friends. It captures and expands
what he spoke about at the conference and I wanted people to have opportunity to
think carefully about the issues he raises. –JOB
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gon-speak. Systems chime with warm sounding phrases that in many
ment just completed a national ad campaign for a Youth Job Creation
United States imposed standards that were devastating to the poor.
Countless examples abound in every sector. Our words are not what
they seem. We must look underneath and examine actions to discover
the actual meanings.
The second undercurrent is the very quiet resurgence of eugenics
– without using the words. These sentiments have been repressed in
never been forgotten – just in hibernation. When one combines ecointo too costly to maintain with the hidden undertone of not fully human
is profoundly dangerous to all of us.
We are choosing to paint this frightening portrait precisely because

are already slipping into a hidden policy of gradual elimination for those
of us who are not perfect .

it is that the values of the people implementing such processes predetermine the outcomes. Those who deeply believe in possibility and
capacity will discover it. But others who may have been overwhelmed
and sometimes numbed
to cope with reporting demands
we add the pressures of the risk-averse insurance-claim frame of reflife. Such pressures close the windows of opportunity and compress
the courage to leap into possibility.
planning and quality facilitation remain full of promise. But we must be
constantly vigilant so that we are not colonized by system-speak and
tick-box timed requirements. We must not allow our good ideas to be
transformed into disappointing and even harmful illusions.
undation of information enabled by chip technology. While our capacity
atrophied. We no longer have the time to listen at the very time when
listening may be the key capacity to growing our future!

seedlings of possibility and nurture them.
History – the right of people living with challenges are being acknowledged and actual policies have principled clauses about full citizen-

us into the adventure of full citizenship and participation for all. There
are thousands of advocacy groups that continue to push for full participation for all. These are profoundly positive developments that suggest
full lives for all are just around the corner.
We also live in an era when we have seen (the tense is important)
tario delivered an elegant and sincere apology to the institution survihttp://www.mcss.
gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/developmental/Premier_Apology.aspx)
zations with exponential increases in euphemistic accountability paper

stories where people imbued with strong values can take Person-Cenall people –people with disability labels and citizens of every diversishareholders.
futures they are given.
Crisis or Opportunity; Possibility or Despair
We live in interesting & challenging times; times that demand courage
and action. We can choose our focus: Crisis or Opportunity; Possibili-

Just Another Fad or Historical Revisionism?
We are deeply concerned by emerging rumors that frame Person-Centred Planning and the related family of approaches are passé – just
another passing fad. The truth is that Person-Centred Planning is a
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vital part of our history. Labeling critical value based initiatives as passé
has a 1984 (George Orwell) feel – when we just airbrush our history so
some things disappear .
We call this historical revisionism – historical denial. It is profoundly
dangerous in policy and in thought. We are gravely concerned because
historical revisionism was a key strategy in creating the holocaust and
holocaust denial. Most will react saying that is overly dramatic. Howev-

and individuals thinned the values and principles into a meaningless
broth that has done enormous harm to many. The current court settlements with the survivors of Huronia (and other Ontario institutions)
gies and meaning well are simply not good enough in the face of the

powerful parallel case.
dren (from as young as age 3) were stolen from their families and put
in residential schools operated by the government and churches. An
-

Schools) (http://www.trc.ca
survivors have been unable to free up the archival documents that tell
the actual records from the residential schools. The relentless obstructionism continues. We highlight this example because as the Court Settlements for institutions for the developmentally disabled are now being
the bureaucracy manages to constrain access to records in precisely
the same way. The parallels are one to one. Our federal government is
deeply engaged in historical revisionism – denial that this happened.

-

and principles to the historical dustbin because some people mutilated
them in implementation. We must not forget that families created group
homes as an alternative to institutions because they were a dramatic
improvement over institutional abuse. Person-Centred Planning is part

dancing on the razor of justifying death making.
profoundly dangerous economic and political decisions that many of
us feel are already in the ether. Some people are looking for how to and

Person-Centred planning will be abused to choose who is worthy of life
or elimination.
the origins of much of this human rights struggle (to include Everyone
in full citizenship) are simultaneously being heralded internationally at

In the disability sector the same historical revisionism is also active.
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useless. We can reinstitutionalize such people who are inconvenient
even replaced.

already engrossed in his chosen work. And remember: eugenics is a
-

within are unquestionably well beyond their best before date . We need

some commodities just aren’t a good investment.
Where to begin...

we have.

-

potential alliances. People with only the future to gain (and nothing to
dental to their world picture. It is time that we take charge.

to our very being as an invitation to create the future WE want. We have
I have described a complex and enormously frustrating big picture reality because it is vital to have a clear understanding of our landscape.
But there is wonderful news. The key to inventing the future is entirely
in our hands in the small daily relationships we build and nurture. Life is

meaning is extremely dangerous. The systems so many of us have
worked for and with have not-so-hidden roots in eugenics. That never
are making highly successful bureaucratic decisions to regain control.
They have a clear ethical framework and crisp measurement stan-

needed. We can choose to build (and rebuild) relationships around ourselves and with the people we know and care about.

system) created a whole family of approaches to planning and support
that had a very simple and elegant foundation. They were created to
would they do? And then what policies would you create? Look around
slowly and soberly and you will realize that the eugenics movement
that designed the very systems we live within are rapidly regaining

participating IN their communities. The fact that Systems have mutated
tems are right. The system did not create Person-Centered Planning.
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They do not own it. It is OURS. WE can use our terms carefully and
with the deep respect that was and is still intended by the many creand to name it as a colonial abstraction and continue to work to implement the deeper moral commitment that came from a deep engagement with civil and human rights for ALL.
How do we do this...by treating people as people. And that means

personal loneliness of millions of citizens with new connections and
friendships that will be the life blood of the future we want.
A tipping point is not far away. Systems technologies and budgets are
out of control and unsustainable. We all know it. So our task is to begin
appreciated –where loneliness is a memory because we have remembered how to support each other in blood families and water families
that are beyond the reach of bureaucratic systems and controls. When

work with.
Can this be done? My friends and I have personally walked out and
walked on from systems land and survived. Some of us will do that.

not fancy top down statistical models and surveys implemented with

a clear focus on a person and listen to gain clarity on how their life
works... we will discover daily adjustments and possibilities to begin
-

and then to strive to take small daily steps in the direction of the better
life we envision together.
tirely doable. All we have to do is do it. We can Choose. We can have
drop a person at a worship services with new friends you have helped
to identify. We can work to reduce dependency and build relationships.
We can move Beyond and outside of systems space and invade the
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a new buddy. But most important –don’t wait.
machine will drive over us and we will be discarded long before the
invent alternative futures will create a tipping point –and these choices
will create the futures we want.
Look around...
There are some remarkable and inspiring developments everywhere
– but usually – on the margins where people are driven and choose
imize dropping out and ultimately to reduce the suicide rate! A parallel
is injecting PATH planning into schools where older students will be

at intervals throughout their high school careers. At a student’s transiare included in the planning.
-

the world. The tipping point is approaching. But in the systems push to
ray of perversions that strip our words of meaning and are insulting and
dangerous to the fundamental integrity of the Person-Centered family
of approaches.
There are wonderful examples of excellence blossoming every day.
And beware the false gods of fast-footed claims of miraculous cures

most of the planning is done in the Maori language and the graphic
recording uses Maori myth and imagery (search facebook for PATH Fa-

being used to create incredible opportunities.

always been about relationships – and have a foundation of integrisimple or quick. But it is essential and a core component in the way to
build a future for us all.
Together we are better! All means all!

SKETCH is an arts development program for street involved youth.
PATH is often a component in assisting youth to discover their capacities and create new futures. (http://sketch.ca)
www.torontonewsgirls.
com) trains women to box. The majority of the boxers have endured
sexual discrimination and/or abuse. One of the components in the
training regimen is the opportunity to create a new PATH for your life.
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Origins of LifePath Planning
Judith McGill
in the classroom way down the hall on the other side of the school
of jelly beans to motivate a young boy who had autism. This experience
shaped the rest of my life. I learned that relationships meant a whole lot
more than jelly beans.
co-op placements that cracked me wide open.
I worked in two large institutions. One was built for people with developmental disabilities. I was drawn to those who were placed in the
back wards of that institution. The other was built for those they then

is for relationships. It helped me to understand that change emanates
from that desire.
In 1983 when I graduated from university I was hired by the National
Institute on Mental retardation (NIMR) which became the G. Allan RoeParticipation: supporting people with severe disabilities in community.
course led by Wolf Wolfensberger. Wolfensberger altered the course of
my life. Wolfensberger began the course by giving an elaborate critique
of the wounds that people who have a disability are typically exposed
to. He was singing my song – that is all I can say. His analysis rang
true. I had been living it all my life. First as a child with a life threatening

were the worst of the worst and the bottom of the barrel. They were
whose brother was born with cerebral palsy.
since they were 10 and found themselves in correctional services at the
age of 12. This was a place where they formed deep identities of being
criminals.

Wolfensberger helped me to more deeply understand why my brother
had begged me to take him home when we arrived mid-session to the
summer camp for a family visit. His disorientation and confusion rattled

I found both of these institutions dehumanizing places for those that
their stories were hardened into labels and dead ends.

them? Who do I have to get them dressed? Why am I the only one in
my cabin that can walk?

The children who were released from the correctional center conspired to commit another crime so that they could return back. The
prison had become home. Their identity relied on staying in prison.

At the age of nine he was struggling with the incongruity of roles and
the injustice of walking between two worlds. One where he was valued
and pretty much accepted in a regular class and another where he was
mon with him- his cerebral palsy.

institution to a place they could call home.

I was 21 at the time. I realized that he was trying to put together a coherent picture of who he was. He was searching not only for his identity
but also for his own story. As a family we had taken that from him by
telling his story for him.

fragile. I learned mostly that people want to belong and that the longing
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This Wolfensberger course on Personal Moral Coherency set a course
for the rest of my life. I became taken up with how we form and reform

group to consider forming a support circle.

good things in life and what keeps us from being marginalized.

I have learned that we can excite people and whet their appetite for
taking charge of their life. However if there are others who carry the de-

depth of the striving to come to know folks through their life experience. I began writing about the power of leisure identities for people to

can occur. We change together.
In 2000 I co-founded Families for a Secure Future and realized that

After leaving the GARI I worked for 8 years with the People First
port folks.
I became aware that what was really missing in peoples lives were initiation rites. Coming of age gatherings that help us make meaning that
help us re-story our lives. Events that help us see the progress we are
making and give us collective acknowledgment of key milestones and
thresholds in our lives.
This is why the formal part of LifePath planning helps create initiatory
experiences that provide a turning point in peoples lives. A moment

I realized that those people who inspired me most had a felt sense
because they had someone who believed in them. I realized then that it
and what I was capable of to embolden me to carry the same story
even when it is at odds with the story told about me by everyone else.
I became committed to formal planning events where the alternative
story gets told and heard. Where Champions can stand by the person
and deepen their connection and commitment and consider if they
want to be part of a longer standing support circle. LifePath planning

ways to:
Contend with their will and how crushed their will forces were. Reactivate their will and their willingness to risk once again.
Have models for change
To develop a broader scope of action by practicing change
To develop a context for supported decision making having others
Feel they can trust again
Create a story space where there was enough time to develop a story and be heard. A space where voice emerges
Time to piece together what happened to me since I was labeled to
make the silences draw forth story

To work against the narcissistic viewpoint that since I have the
disability it is all about me. To hear as well my parents’ and siblings’
stories and other’s stories so that I can understand my own in the
context of their stories and learn to hold other peoples’ dreams as
well as my own.
LifePath planning is directed at doing just that.
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Standing Alongside People As They Change
Judith McGill
Please raise your hand if you have undertaken a major change in

hind and step into something new. It often means stepping into a new
role/embracing a new identity or way of being in the world. For that to

sometimes mistakenly treat acquisition and consumptive behavior as
stances.
-

to be activated not only within ourselves but also among the persons
that love and care about us.
I worked for a long time within the People First movement. I wit-

our way if we want to be seen as the instrument of change; seen as

We lose our way if we judge our worth by the changes we are privileged to witness and be part of. We are lost if we insist on change. We
cannot insist that people change so there is something to write about
in the second quarter report.
Change does not operate that way. Change is grueling. It takes initiative. It takes deliberate action. It requires something of us on a daily
basis. It entails pushing past our fears and engaging our will. Moving
forward.
My feet are my only carriage. My feet are my only carriage. My feet
are my only carriage.

others and sometimes alone. It was sometimes with others blessings
and sometimes against all odds.
For this change to be possible inwardly they needed to be embold-

at least one person that believed wholeheartedly in them.
I came away from the People First movement believing that we need
to be careful to honour this process of ripening into change and not try
to push or cajole people into change for the sake of change. We can
themselves.
There is a careful balance in the role of facilitator.
We need to be a stand for change…

back to the way it was.

…for people declaring what they need and want

As independent facilitators and planners the system may want us to
sell change–bring about change–work for change–enumerate certain
changes but we must resist the temptation to expect change.

…for people stating what has become unmanageable in their lives
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…
…

We need to be a stand for others to remain open to discovering some-

one another. We began helping people create support circles for the
same reason. To be a place for change.
We understood from the outset that there is a kind of reciprocity in

That people need many opportunities for trying change on –the new
For change to be sustainable it needs to arise out of relationship.

they are. To experiment with whether they will be able to sustain it.
People need time and support for adjusting their lives while working
toward the new possibility.

has evolved over time. Relationships where we tenderly hold each oth-

risk to bring about change and who bears the consequences of the
inside out. That we own the new story.
We need to recognize that personal change requires us to considWe bear witness to these changes. We see how these changes bring
about changes in everyone who is woven into that persons’ life.

and ultimately stretch their imagination of who I am.
I need people to be there for me when I stumble or if I fall. To sustain
back. Each of us asks the same questions when we take on change.
Who will be there for me? Where is the safe place for me to fall back
into? Who believes in me?

We help people adjust to the newfound expectations and demands
brought about by these changes and help them to consider their next

-

to change. Their families would also need to embrace and take part
in that change. That the wellbeing of the individuals and their families/
loved ones were intricately and intimately linked.
We created family groups so that parents and siblings and those that
took on a family-like relationship could come together to learn and
grow with one another over time. So that in joining together they could
co-inspire one another and hold the impulse for positive change among
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Judith McGill
internally and among others.
We’re learning from neuroscience that we are wired for making mean-

It leads to thin stories without much detail or color to give people a
sense of personal identity or history.
When there are only a few stories that you use to say something
positive or negative.

of our lives.
this event in my life?
We tell each other stories so we can better understand our lives and
relationships.
Stories are all we have to make meaning.
The problem is we often experience our lives as a series of disconnected events happening one at a time. It takes a lot of conversation

Our stories get backed up like logjams in our minds and we don’t al-

ate story spaces. We need to help people to explore the Coles notes
people deepen and thicken their stories –enrich their stories with color
and detail.
We need to inspire people to take an interest in their own biography.
story and it is meant to be heard by others.

We need to:

we can understand them.
Some people are alienated from their own stories. Others decide what
stories are told about their lives. There are big chunks of their lives
that they have no memory of. Their lives are storied by others on their
behalf.
This leads to people feeling de-storied. Their stories become information bytes. The Coles Notes version.
It leads to people having weak stories that don’t say much about

to witness the telling and the retelling of their stories.
confusion and the brilliance of each of our stories; story spaces that
to make sense of their lives and to build a new story.
Create story spaces that are reciprocal and open. Spaces that are
imaginative and full of images of what was and what can be.
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None of us story our lives alone. We need story spaces where oththrough their relationship to us. The most powerful witnesses and allies
in our lives are those that stand by us over time and are there to see
and hear our stories transform.
It is always a process of discovering how we are part of someone
else’s life and they part of ours.
My involvement in Families for a Secure Future and the People First
movement taught me so much about how the very experience of being
witnessed as we share a story shifts something in us.

that it can become more real. So that in our own speaking we can hear
more about what our commitments and priorities are.
story. To pick another story line and to help us get unstuck.
It is by experiencing what lives between us in the silent spaces of our
lives that we can understand more about who we are. It is in seeing
meaning.
Our role as witnesses and allies is to help people carry the questions
of their lives. It is to help draw out the stories of their lives through
silence and speech. It is to honor the mystery behind people’s passions
and dreams. To help awaken peoples will to activate their will in order
to act for themselves with others.
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Individual Design Sessions
Jack Pealer
The style of person-centered planning known as the Individual Design Session
(IDS) grew directly from the normalization teaching community in New England. Leaders and teachers in that community in the late 1970’s and 1980’s
(especially Jack Yates and many of his New England colleagues) learned much
from their experience using Program Analysis of Service Systems (PASS 3) by
PASS 3 calls this
use the services of a human service program and b) what actually happens
to/for those people within the program. When PASS 3 leaders and teachers
Most human service programs responded only tangentially (if at all) to the
important experiences and life needs of the people they served. A part of the
method of PASS 3 leaders used in teams’ analysis was speculation about this
question:
Having learned about the lives of the people using this program, what would be responses that would work for them, at
this point in their lives? What might an “ideal” program look
like?
PASS 3 leaders and teams of PASS 3 users found themselves involved in
planning exercises (although rudimentary ones) aimed at holding up possibilities for better lives by the people using a program under assessment. Jack
Yates and others guessed that the questions posed during a PASS 3 assessment could be extrapolated from the PASS 3 context and used in planning

Individual Design Session (IDS) involves someone who is the focus of planthose needs. The questions addressed by a group during and IDS are:
1. Who is this person?
approach (as closely as possible) a direct experience of the life of the focus
ering this question takes about half of the time allotted for the IDS.
2. What does she/he need?
the previous detailed study of the focus person’s life.
3. What will it take to meet those needs? Considering this question involves
brought into action. The group then hones in on those ideas they are most
serious about or committed to. They detail as much as they can about how

Jack Yates has facilitated more than 200 Individual Design Sessions; Herb
Lovett made these sessions an important part of his work with people who
have disabilities. Through this work—through the intense attention to the

better experiences have grown from that appreciation.
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24 Hour Planning

Personal Futures Planning

Mary Kovacs

John O’Brien

as Free Operant.
The understanding of Normalization enabled us to answer two questions.
HOW are we going to interact with the person?
WHAT are we going to do with the person?
The
utilization of means which are as culturally normative as possible in order to establish, enable, or support behaviours and appearances which are as culturally
normative as possible. These values enabled us to look at what people needed
if the ties to their families were cut or weakened. We learned to understand
opportunities to develop friendships with persons who were neither disabled
for this person to go to the store vs. what pre-requisite skills should the person
a dead end.
When planning for persons with challenging physical needs we needed to

The purpose of Personal Futures Planning is to generate and guide intentional
action to improve the chances that a person will have valued life experiences.
diverse network of in-person social connections in community; the respect
same ways that other citizens do; the opportunity to develop and contribute
their capacities and unfold their gifts in action; the responsibility to exercise
choice.
The process assists a person to gather their allies and encourages a capacity
view of present and future from the perspective of the valued life experiences.
The intent is to appreciate and amplify the possibilities for satisfying participafuture based on the results of action in the person’s neighborhood. There is a
often through a number of cycles over the course of a year or two.
When people rely on service providing organizations it is typically necessary to
negotiate adjustments in agency practice. Some agencies have adopted Per-

to eat vs. feeding them. We needed to position them so that the food did not
understanding of free operant came to the fore. The environment to support

For an account of Personal Futures Planning in the context of organizational
Creating Blue Space. http://inclusion.com/bkcreatingbluespace.html. Others have adopted Personal Futures
Planning in a learning process for direct support workers and their managers
(see
http://
)

her needs and learn to have control over his/her environment.

Futures Planning since the early 1980s. She currently uses the process described in
Beautiful Justice
and other resources at http:// www.capacityworks2.com.

only option.
What I have observed in some settings today is that persons with complex
-
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PATHFINDERS: Group Personal Futures Planning

Planning Together

Connie Lyle O’Brien

Susannah Joyce
Roots : The comprehensiveness of Personal Futures Planning and the common sense of The Five Valued Experiences explored in Framework for Accom-

PATHFINDERS is a planning process that grew out of work that Beth Mount
systems and adult services working with students in transition from high
school to adult life. The process has evolved since then and continues to
change as experience grows. So what is it?
comes a more competent and contributing member of his or her community.

son’s past and present with them

eight people do their plans at the same time in the same space. Each group
will work on a focus person’s plan going through steps of personal futures
planning and then each group will have the opportunity to share what it was

-

usually occurs over 2 days and takes approximately 10 hours. Each group
leaves with a future’s poster summarizing the work that has been done and
with a few action steps to get started. The person with a disability who is the
focus person must be present. The person may choose not to remain with

Inviting people helping someone to plan to consider their experiences of
dreaming and creating their own community maps as both a resource and
to build capacity

Including Three Brainstorming Questions: 1. What are all the ways the

not be planned around their schedules or regular working hours because that
will usually result in fewer community members attending.
year and three if possible. Each year there should be a minimum of 4 meetimum of three follow-up sessions where people come back together to share
what’s happened so far and to come up with next steps toward the person’s
year are welcomed to do so. Each year will start with the 10-hour planning
session followed by a minimum of three follow-up meetings.
ers to dream about a desirable future in community life where the person can
by designing a person-centered plan that results in Action Agreements.
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of those ways are most likely to lead to connections and community? 3.
Who do we know who has links to that aspect of community and/or Gifts to
contribute?
back on the process
Planting Seeds: Using person centered planning with people who have mental health
or Supporting People Labeled with Challenging Behaviour
www.realizationstraining.com
This is what we are about: we plant seeds that one day will grow. We
water seeds already planted, knowing that they hold future promise.
We lay foundations that will need further development. We provide
- Archbishop Oscar Romero

LifePath Planning Process

An Approach to Developing Person Centered Practices

Judith McGill

Michael Smull

The foundation of this process arose largely out of the work of Wolf Wolfensand devaluing experiences common to those who live with a disability. The
process draws from his deep understanding of the need for establishing and
maintaining valued social roles in order to build meaningful relationships and
The process incorporates formal and informal conversations that take place
and willingness to engage with others in making changes and re-imagining
their lives.
The story telling aspect of the formal process aims at inviting others into the
persons’ life as allies and witnesses so that they might help the person better
person and deeper appreciation for his lived experiences and aspirations.

I have been asked to describe my approach to person centered planning. My
answer is that I have learned to see planning as happening in a context and
that for plans to be used and useful the context has to support development
and implementation. For decades we have said we need to start with peractions that it details create accountability. But what we have found is that
the plan is only one piece of what is required for people to have the lives that
they want within their communities. Despite the requirements for the plan to
manage the services have trumped the person centered part of the plan. Few
person move in that direction. Most plans support a status quo. Our learning
in which planning is done supports truly listening to the person and acting on
what is heard.

are:
Personal transformation happens over time as courage is fueled by action
and a shifting sense of self
-

To change how you see yourself there needs to be a real change in what
-

ence we are seeking.
We are not just looking for person centered planning; we are looking for per-

involves making meaning of your own story.
Without using planning as a way to solidify and deepen relationships- having a written plan is meaningless. Without having people to stand by you
as you take up a plan for moving forward- without ongoing facilitation and

ment of accurate plans and then support their implementation. We need plans
that not only describe lives but point to the changes that are needed Underlying the practices and planning are a set of skills and values. In the work that
we have been doing we have embedded some of the key values in the skills
to that can be taught and refer to them as person centered thinking skills. For
more information go to: www.learningcommunity.us; and sdaus.com/resources.
This is not to suggest that training in person centered thinking skills is suf-

Director of a provincial Independent Facilitation organization named Families
for a Secure Future. To contact her or learn more go to: www.familiesforasecurefuture.ca or LifePath Training and Consulting at www.lifepathtraining.ca
or email her at jlmcgill@rogers.com

values can create a foundation for the transformational change that is re-
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sure for change to address the resistance. Our approach has
to be one where we look at the whole system; including what is

Annapolis MD 21403

www.hsacanada.ca
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MAPS

The Values were always there; we have made them more explicit.

Jack Pearpoint & Lynda Kahn

PATH and MAPS can play an important
part in organizing the work necessary to

MAPS

Don’t just do something, sit there (and tell
your story).

change turns out to be depends on the intention of those involved and the resourcresources of will to meaning and creativity.
PATH and MAPS increase the chances of
positive change by encouraging…

moments. These are
times when life’s changes
call for new responses
and it is good to re-tell
focus people’s story in
make action agreements that will lead to better
opportunities.
Focus people have made MAPS when entering

strength and diversity of alliances
belief in the capacity to move toward a
desirable future
a creative process

(from an article written in the
late 1970’s)
to welcome people
of all ages
into full life
at home, school,
work and play
- Marsha Forest &
Jack Pearpoint

The current template for a MAP...

We have tried other templates. We began
with a mandala and it has evolved.

We don’t fear people whose
story we know.
–Margaret Wheatley

We began with Circles in the late 70’s. We noticed that gathering the
participating citizen in the community.
evolved as a counter weight to the enormous destructive impact of
university ‘label’ would be helpful. So
Marsha Forest (namer of everything by
acronym) called it: The McGill Action
Planning System - MAPS. We left McGill
and also realized that a MAP is simply a
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A MAP is a MAP.

PATH

PATH

Jack Pearpoint & Lynda Kahn

The Values were always there; we have made them more explicit.

PATH

Don’t just sit there, do something!
PATH
at action agreements to pursue strategies that
move focus people toward futures that matter to them. It supports people to identify and

It began with Circles... then MAPS... and then PATH

Focus people have used PATH

It’s MORE than a Meeting!!
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Build relationships

Make the MAP or

Explore the community

Review what’s happening

Orient the focus person

Find the PATH

Make connections

Reflect on the lessons

Gather the planning circle

Get stronger

Renew sense of purpose

[Take learning journeys]

Contribute

Revise action agreements

Revise supports

PATH &
gather people & invite them to
organize & develop opportunities
by creating or renewing human
advocacy strategies.
connections. They look for ways
–The PATH & MAPS Handbook: Personthat the PATH
MAPmaker can
Centered Ways to Build Community by
serve & in turn be served by those
who matter to them. They bring
MAPS

understanding of who is needed
to move toward a desirable future
& challenging people to clearly
ask for what is necessary to their
contribution.
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